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Glittering Vices and Fatal Attractions: The Seven Deadly Sins as Soulcraft for the Season of Lent 
 
Introduction to the Seven Deadly Sins:
Christians recognize that sin is a vandal of everything good that God created. It spoils people, wrecks 
lives, disturbs relationships and ravages whole societies. It is out of concern to know and enjoy the good 
we were created for that we look at sin. The entire focus of using the seven deadly sins is to examine our 
hearts - to name those patterns and habits that rob us of goodness and life, so that we can be healed and 
freed of them, so that we can receive Christ?s full life. We do not aim to obsess about sin but to catalyze 
spiritual growth - to fix our eyes on Jesus and pursue his Kingdom, and along the way throw off the sin 
that so easily entangles us (Heb. 12:1).

Suggestions for Scripture Reading:
As you read scripture passages, do so slowly, meditatively, listening for the ways God may be addressing 
your life. Here are a few ways to do that: 1) Take a moment of quiet to still your heart, 2) Read through 
the scripture passage, listening for a word, thought, image or phrase that grabs your attention, 3) Read 
through the passage again, listening for the way the word connects with your life. Share with God any 
feelings that have surfaced in you, asking God any questions you have.

Gluttony: 
Gluttony is about fuelling an appetite and not about the enjoyment of food. It abuses something essential 
for life, and it isolates us from others when meals are a time and place to build community. Gluttony 
leaves us unsatisfied and unable to appreciate the goodness of what God has given us - it doesn?t matter 
to the Glutton what they consume, so long as they consume. God offers something much better, 
something to be savoured and enjoyed in the context of His presence and His people. The impulses 
behind gluttony live very closely to addiction. 

Monday 
 Scripture: Ecclesiastes 8:15 / James 1:17 
  Reflection:  ?Gluttony?s excessive pursuit of the pleasures of the table eventually dulls our appreciation 
for the food we eat, the pleasure we take in eating it, those with whom we eat, and the God who created 
what we eat and gave us the ability to take pleasure in it ? ?  The trouble with gluttony is that it reduces 
eating to an exercise in gratifying my own desires for physical pleasures, consuming whatever I think 
will make me full and satisfied. Rather than simply enjoying food, we are using it to give ourselves a 
needed ?pleasure fix.? Food and pleasure are goods, not gods.? ~ Rebecca Konyendyk DeYoung 
 Prayer: Dear God, thank you for the many good gifts in my life. Help me not to forget where this 
goodness comes from. Amen. 

  Tuesday 
 Scripture: Matthew 5:5-7 
 Reflection: 
 ?Self-indulgence is the enemy of gratitude, and self-discipline usually its friend and generator. That is 
why gluttony is a deadly sin. The early desert fathers believed that a person?s appetites are linked: full 
stomachs and jaded palates take the edge from our hunger and thirst for righteousness. They spoil the 
appetite for God.?~ Neal Plantinga 



 ?A glutton is one who raids the icebox for a cure for spiritual malnutrition.? ~ Frederick Buechner 
  Prayer: Lord Jesus, teach me today what it means to long for your righteousness in this culture where 
my desires are constantly being directed to other things. Amen. 

   Wednesday 
 Scripture: Exodus 16:13-21 / Isaiah 25:6 
  Reflection: 
 ?During several Lenten seasons, I have observed various kinds of fasts ? . Each time I do this, I am 
delighted with the way food begins to take its proper place in my life as a good thing to be enjoyed in 
moderation. Each time I am also saddened at how quickly I return to my gluttonous habits. I can 
discipline myself for six weeks as a gift to God. Somehow I can?t bring myself to keep on giving this gift 
to God and to myself over the long haul.? ~ Michael Mangis 
 Prayer: Bread of Heaven, I confess that I struggle to trust you to provide my daily needs. So often I 
assume that my needs are my own responsibility and I am continually tempted to take things into my 
own hands. Forgive me for this habit of my heart. Remind me that you love me and that my daily bread 
is your concern. Amen. 

  Thursday 
  Scripture:  John 4:7-15; 34 / Matthew 4:4 
  Reflection: 
 ?We suffer spiritually when we overeat and binge. Our focus is on food and all that surrounds it. We 
think of food when we are sad, reward ourselves with food when we are happy, and tranquilize ourselves 
with food when we are anxious. We have taken the spot in our hearts and lives that rightfully belongs to 
God and given it over to food. In many cases food has become nothing less than our idol.? ~ Karen 
Kingsbury 
 Prayer: Thank you Jesus, for the reminder that I require more than food and water to be alive and 
well. This reminder helps me to live with a true perspective about who you are and who I am, and 
encourages me to eat and drink properly. Amen.  Friday 

Friday
 Scripture: 1 Corinthians 6:19-20 
 Reflection: 
 ?The sin of gluttony is the pursuit and overindulgence of the body?s appetites, especially for food and 
drink. Care for the temple of the Holy Spirit, is an important spiritual discipline. Gluttony goes beyond 
healthy self-care. Gluttony believes that if a little is good, a lot will always be better. What makes gluttony 
a sin is not only the fact that it is bad for the body, but that it places the bodily appetites in a superior 
position to other spiritual things. ~ Michael Mangis 
 Prayer: Spirit of God, help me to fully understand what it means that my body is your temple. Amen. 

  Saturday 
  Scripture: Mark 6:30 -34/ Jude 12-13 
  ?Is our desire to eat what gives us pleasure taking precedence over the good of others with whom we are 
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eating? Is our own pleasure seeking getting in the way of enjoying being together with others at the 
table??? . We can ask ourselves whether our eating habits are dedicated to serving our own pleasure or 
to serving our spiritual mission. Given what God has asked each of us to do and be, is our eating a daily 
discipline ordered to equipping ourselves to live up to that identity and carry out that mission?.....the 
glutton eats for himself, and his mission is to gratify his own appetites. His mission is ?pleasure first,? and 
he orders the rest of his life around that goal.?  ~Rebecca Konyendyk DeYoung 
  Prayer: Father, Son and Holy Spirit, thank you for including me in your fellowship of your love. 
Refresh me today through calling that is it bigger than my own immediate needs. Give me a renewed 
vision of how you feed me for the sake of feeding and inviting others to your great banqueting table 
where your friendship and love abounds. Amen. 

Questions for Personal Reflection and Group Conversation: 
  1. Do you struggle with any form of gluttony? What good pleasures do you find most difficult to keep 
in moderation? (NB - A medieval summary of the kinds of gluttony is to eat ?too dainti ly, too 
sumptuously, too hasti ly, too greedily, too much.? - which form of gluttony is the most present in 
your life?) 
 2. Do you use food or other pleasures as a way to avoid, escape or suppress something (painful) which 
you might not want to deal with? 
 3.  Discuss the following: 
 ?What if gluttony isn?t first of all about overeating or being overweight, about dieting and doughnuts? 
What if being fat is not sinful? What if most of the gluttons among us are not those who tip the scales, 
but the average Christian consumer? Can the health-food eaters and the gourmets be as gluttonous as 
the junk-food junkies?? ~ Rebecca Konyendyk DeYoung 
 4. Reflect on the following cultural images as possible sources of gluttony ? the mall, the buffet, the 
internet, binge TV watching. Can you think of any others? 
 5. What might be the relationship between gluttony and addiction? 
 6. How might our gluttony harm others? In light of our gospel calling, why is gluttony such a tragedy for 
others and ourselves? 
 7.  What is the purpose of fasting in relationship to gluttony? Why is fasting so difficult for us? How can 
fasting become a permanent discipline in our lives? 
 8. Why is food and drink redirected in the gospels by Jesus? What does it mean that Jesus is the bread of 
life? How can this emphasis help us with our real life foodie culture? How does Jesus satisfy our deepest 
longings? 
 9. How does food and table speak to something beyond themselves? What can we learn from this 
reality? 
 10. How did the sermon on gluttony speak to you the most this week? 


